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Relax and enjoy your surface interval
while our staff is filling your tanks. We have
a continous blending system and a bank of
Nitrox 32%. Full technical diving and
rebreather support with rental tanks,
sofno, booster for oxygen and spare parts.

All gear on site

Flights

The MQN airport is only 25
minutes away from Plura  We

would love to pick you up, or you
can rent a a car

The rooms are located only 200 meters
from the cave entrance. Cozy, clean and
with private bathroom. Bed linnen, small
and big towel is also in the rooms.

Accommodation



How to get my
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Nitrox 32%
Air
Oxygen
Argon

Helium on request

Gas options

Relax and enjoy your surface interval
while our staff is filling your tanks. We have
a continous blending system and a bank of
Nitrox 32%. Full rebreather and technical
diving support with rental tanks, sofno,
booster for oxygen and spare parts on site.

Enjoy your surface interval

Before the fill

 Mark the tanks with your name
 Put the tanks on the bench or  
 in the CCR shelf. 
 Attach the tag with desired gas.

1.
2.

3.



If you desire any special
equipment, feel free to
request in advance and we
will do our best to have it
waiting for you upon
arrival.

Order in
advance
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Since we are located right next to the cave
you have a unique opportunity to test the
gear before buying. 

Test before you buy

Dive shop

We have a small shop in the main
building with tanks, regulators, dive
lights, cookies, spare parts and
other equipment needed for this
kind of diving.



D12-D15:      180kr
S80:                100kr
2-3L air:          50kr
Suit gas:         50kr
Argon 2L:       70kr
Oxygen:         20kr (100l)

Helium:         Only on request

Filling prices
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Rental tanks

When you rent tanks there is 2 fills
per day included in the price.
 
Rental D12:                            500kr/day
Rental S80:                             300kr/day
Rental CCR 2/3L tank set:   300kr/day 

Yes! We fill between 09-21 everyday, as
long as divers have registered in advance. 

Filling between the dives?
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Yes

Yes

*And more...

Yes


